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💰Trump=RUagent💰 
 
"Trump has weakened NATO, given Russia an
increasingly free hand in Syria, minimized sanctions
against Russian actors, questioned America’s
commitment to protecting Eastern Europe from Russian
aggression and defended Putin on the world stage."
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💰T=RUagent2💰 

 

RU attacked us. The MR still doesn’t give us the full story. 

 

If not for significant political resistance, he may have provided sanctions relief,

recognized RU’s seizure of Crimea, returned RU diplomatic residences & weakened

the enforcement of the Magnitsky Act.

💰T=RUagent3💰 

 

📌Trump gained an ally in Putin in his effort to damage HRC, benefited from

Russian disinfo, & explored personal financial rewards.  

 

📌Trump clearly crossed a line and can be objectively labeled an agent of a foreign

power in the standard definition of the word.
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💰T=RUagent4💰 

 

Did Barr order Mueller to close the Investigation? 

 

Seems premature..26 ongoing matters. 

 

Is this why Mueller left the decision to prosecute to Congress?  

 

Today Barr said Mueller had the power to prosecute, did he or was he wholly

constrained by the OLC policy?

💰T=RUagent5💰 
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Or did Mueller prosecute, but the charges remain under seal?  

 

Did Mueller close his Investigation to protect it from Barr? 

 

Barr�Alfa Bank�Vector Group 💰�VG Prez = (Trump BFF) Howard Lorber�

HL = Blocked Caller to DonJr during June TT meeting. Must recuse.

💰T=RUagent6💰 

 

Mueller’s Silence on these matters Allowed Trump, Giuliani & Barr to Control &

Weaponize the Perception of Inquiry 

 

Mueller report suggests the ‘fake news’ came from Trump, not the news media 

 

The probe is far from complete.  

 

Trump is still raging ‘No Collusion’
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💰T=RUagent7💰 

 

LM theory: “If Fairbanks is prosecuted for knowingly colluding w/ RU to disseminate

Wikileaks materials, & if Sputnik is the mystery witness, then Barr conceded that

collusion can be est’d & in conceding the underlying crime, he also concedes

obstruction”
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💰T=RUagent8💰 

 

In Barr’s zeal to defend Trump and Russia, he may well have condemned them both 

 

Trump again jokes about staying on as president for more than two terms—it’s

projection folks.  

 

📌Prepare for scorched earth & violence 

 

Trump Says ‘Game Over,’ but Winter Is Coming

💰T=RUagent9💰 

 

How Michael Cohen Turned Against Trump 

 

Cohen had sought “a little loving and respect.”  

 

Confidential emails and texts chronicle their momentous falling out. 

 

📌GOP mafia have burned their boats 

 

📌It’s either victory = rape & pillage of USA or apocalyptic defeat
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💰T=RUagent10💰 

 

📌The Mueller report isn’t just a legal document.  

 

📌It’s also the best book on the Trump chaotic WH so far.  

 

📌Barr seems to have willfully misunderstood Volume II - Obstruction of Justice —

he probably should not have been assigned to review it at all.
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💰T=RUagent11💰.  

 

Hannity's commentary, attacking the #MuellerReport echos the Kremlin’s narrative

in perfect synchrony 

 

To Defend Against a Mercurial Boss, Trump Aides take notes as Shield 

 

The good news is Butina/NRA/RNC indictments have yet to fall. 

 

It will decimate the GOP

💰T=RUagent12💰 

 

Sri Lanka Bombings: ‘It Was a River of Blood’ 

 

Multiple blasts hit hotels and churches in Sri Lanka, killing at least 207 people &

di h d d
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wounding hundreds more 

 

Bombings appeared to be a coordinated series of attacks on tourists & the minority

Christian community;

💰T=RUagent12💰 

 

Several American tourists killed in attacks in Sri Lanka 

 

Comedian Zelenskiy wins Ukrainian presidential race by landslide: Putin puppet. 

 

In a scheme worthy of Mission Impossible, CIA agents hijacked a Soviet spacecraft

and probed its secrets.

💰T=RUagent13💰 

 

Putin will unveil the world's longest submarine  
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RU Plan for Libya: Qaddafi2.0 

 

Putin is working to fill voids left around the 🌍 as Trump abdicates & puts America

first. 

 

Egypt votes on changes that would allow President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi to rule until

2030

0:00

💰T=RUagent14💰 

 

A large hoard of cash has been found at the home of Sudan's ousted president Omar

al-Bashir and he is now being investigated for money laundering. 

 

DPRK vice FM Choe Son Hui sl ams John Bolton for “dim-sighted” remarks. 

 

"Remarks devoid of discretion & reason"



💰T=RUagent14💰 

 

Hospitals Stand to Lose Billions Under ‘Medicare for All’ 

 

Some hospitals, especially struggling rural centers, would close virtually overnight 

 

Others would try to offset the steep cuts by laying off 100s of 1000s of workers &

abandoning services like MH. FixACA

💰T=RUagent15💰 

 

Fears grow Trump will abandon Afghan women to the Taliban 
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Sen. Jeanne Shaheen keeps up the fight.  

 

Instead of providing a safety net for Gambia’s poorest citizens, the country’s pension

fund lined the pockets of former President Jammeh and his cronies.

💰T=RUagent16💰 

 

ISIS, After Laying Groundwork, Gains Toehold in Congo 

 

US arrests rightwing militia member said to detain migrants 
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Avenatti accused of embezzling nearly $2 million that NBA player paid ex-girlfriend 

 

Colorful 4,000-year-old tomb unveiled in Egypt

💰T=RUagent17💰 

 

RW Transnational Organized Criminals are targeting Islamic, Catholic & Jewish

faiths as the terrorist attacks increase.  

 

Giuliani Says There Is ‘Nothing Wrong w/ Taking Info From RUs’ 

inviting hostile foreign nations to hack our intel services & politicians.

💣Russia attacked us.💣 

 

The Mueller report still doesn’t give us the full story. 
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/04/19/russia-attacked-us-mueller-repo…

💣Bannon’s Mission💣 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Bannon’s Mission  
 

Putin/Trump/Bannon’s Far Right Populist Movement (TOC 
fascism) are actively waging war on Pope Francis/Catholic 
Church & Western Liberal Democracy  
 

Evil versus Good
115 5:17 PM - Apr 16, 2019

123 people are talking about this

👹Bannon👹 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Bannon’s Strategy to Propel the Far Right’s (TOC*) 
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Authoritarian Agenda Harnesses the Effective Manipulation of 
Far Right & Far Left movements/organizations to destroy 

Western Liberal Democracy. 
 

*Transnational Organized Criminals
89 12:01 AM - Apr 9, 2019

89 people are talking about this

“The conclusion that Congress may apply the obstruction laws to the President’s

corrupt exercise of the powers of office accords with our constitutional system of

checks and balances and the principle that no person is above the law,” Mueller’s

team wrote.

GOP have burned their boats 

It’s either victory = rape & pillage of USA or apocalyptic defeat. 

Chris Vickery
@VickerySec

I've been considering other possible explanations for the 
unusually high amount of overt and blatant corrupt acts 
emanating from a certain US political party. 
This has led me to consider a new possibility: that someone 
burned the boats.

826 6:33 PM - Feb 6, 2019

393 people are talking about this

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

As we carefully consider next moves, let's not forget the
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As we carefully consider next moves, let s not forget the 
following:

533 10:06 PM - Apr 21, 2019
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Mueller’s Silence Allowed Openings for Trump and Barr to Weaponize the Perception

of Inquiry 

 

Now we are being gaslit...notice how the media is hyping the politicalization of the

MR rather than Trump’s transgressions & attack on our norms & institutions? 

 

Mueller’s Silence Allowed Openings for Trump and Barr to Shape Perc…
The special counsel has been absent in public and silent about the case, insulating
his office from accusations of leaks but allowing the president and his allies to
shape expectations.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/19/us/politics/mueller-silence.html

Is Trump a Russian Agent?: Explaining Terms of Art and Examining the Facts 

 

By John Sipher 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins
Aside from Trump’s flawed personality, there is a lot of 

circumstantial evidence that Trump is nonetheless acting counter 
to U.S. interests in a conspiratorial manner. 
justsecurity.org/63660/is-trump…

32 11:22 PM - Apr 20, 2019

Is Trump a Russian Agent?: Explaining Terms of Art and the F…
Former member of CIA's Senior Intelligence Service writes that
Donald Trump "clearly crossed a line."
justsecurity.org
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23 people are talking about this

If Fairbanks is prosecuted for knowingly colluding w/ RU to disseminate Wikileaks

materials, & if Sputnik is the mystery witness, then Barr conceded that collusion can

be est’d & in conceding the underlying crime, he also concedes obstruction 

Is the Mystery Witness Sputnik? - patribotics
Mueller's "mystery witness" case is "continuing robustly". If that witness is Sputnik,
the Mueller Report could be just start of Trump's troubles

https://patribotics.blog/2019/04/18/is-the-mystery-witness-sputnik/

Mueller Protected His Investigation From Barr 

 

In Barr’s zeal to defend Trump and Russia, he may well have condemned them both 

Mueller Protected His Investigation From Barr - patribotics
Mueller investigation into Wikileaks is ongoing - and protected from Barr

https://patribotics.blog/2019/04/21/mueller-protected-investigation-from-barr/

On Barr’s public financial disclosure report, he admits to working for a law firm that

represented Russia’s Alfa Bank and for a company whose co-founders allegedly have

long-standing business ties to Russia.  
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Should William Barr recuse himself from Mueller report? Legal experts…
Attorney General Barr has, like many in the Trump administration, Russian
connections. Should he, like Jeff Sessions, recuse himself?

https://www.newsweek.com/so-many-conflicts-so-little-time-1396435

Barr received dividends from Vector Group, a holding company with deep financial

ties to Russia. 

 

Investor with Blocked Number on Other End of Trump Jr. Call Explored…
Much was made of Donald Trump Jr.'s phone calls with blocked numbers before
and after the 2016 Trump Tower meeting with a Russian lawyer, particularly
because it was thought that those phone calls ma…

https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/investor-with-blocked-number-trump-jr-spoke-with…

Furthermore the president of Vector Group is Howard Lorber. Trump traveled to

Moscow with Lorber in the 1990s to seek investment projects there.  

 

The trip is widely seen as the first of many attempts to establish a Trump Tower in

Moscow.  

Investor with Blocked Number on Other End of Trump Jr. Call Explored…
Much was made of Donald Trump Jr.'s phone calls with blocked numbers before
and after the 2016 Trump Tower meeting with a Russian lawyer, particularly
because it was thought that those phone calls ma…

https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/investor-with-blocked-number-trump-jr-spoke-with…

Vector Group’s President is Trump pal Howard Lorber, the guy with Blocked Number

on Other End of Trump Jr. Call during the June 2016 meeting at TT with RUs to get

dirt on HRC 
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Investor with Blocked Number on Other End of Trump Jr. Call Explored…
Much was made of Donald Trump Jr.'s phone calls with blocked numbers before
and after the 2016 Trump Tower meeting with a Russian lawyer, particularly
because it was thought that those phone calls ma…

https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/investor-with-blocked-number-trump-jr-spoke-with…

In a scheme worthy of Mission Impossible, CIA agents hijacked a Soviet spacecraft

and probed its secrets. 

This Isn't Science Fiction: How the CIA Stole a Russian Satellite
In a scheme worthy of Mission Impossible, CIA agents hijacked a Soviet spacecraft
and probed its secrets.

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/isnt-science-fiction-how-cia-stole-russian-satellite-…

"Trump has weakened NATO, given Russia an increasingly free hand in Syria,

minimized sanctions against Russian actors, questioned America’s commitment to

protecting Eastern Europe from Russian aggression and defended Mr. Putin on the

world stage." 

Opinion | Mueller Hints at a National-Security Nightmare
The missing piece of the report is a counterintelligence investigation that should set
off alarm bells about our democracy and security.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/19/opinion/mueller-report-trump-counterintelligence.…
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🏵More MR Details🏵 

 

Laura Rozen
@lrozen

Interesting, Christie interview with Mueller office was just two 
months ago, Feb. 2019.

720 1:46 PM - Apr 20, 2019

340 people are talking about this

How Michael Cohen Turned Against President Trump 

The president’s longtime fixer had, for months, sought “a little loving and respect.”

Confidential emails and texts chronicle their momentous falling out. 

How Michael Cohen Turned Against President Trump
The president’s longtime fixer had, for months, sought “a little loving and respect.”
Confidential emails and texts chronicle their momentous falling out.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/21/us/politics/michael-cohen-trump.amp.html

Mueller’s Silence Allowed Openings for Trump and Barr to Shape Perception of

Inquiry 
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Mueller’s Silence Allowed Openings for Trump and Barr to Shape Perc…
The special counsel has been absent in public and silent about the case, insulating
his office from accusations of leaks but allowing the president and his allies to
shape expectations.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/19/us/politics/mueller-silence.html

Mueller report suggests the ‘fake news’ came from Trump, not the news media 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/mueller-report-suggests-the-fake-news-…

Trump Says ‘Game Over,’ but Winter Is Coming 

Trump Says ‘Game Over,’ but Winter Is Coming
Congress now gets its bite of the apple, and the hidden secrets of Trump’s 2016
campaign and his reign of misrule will continue to come into the light.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-says-game-over-but-winter-is-coming

The Mueller report isn’t just a legal document. It’s also the best book on the Trump

White House so far.  

 

Barr seems to have willfully misunderstood Volume II - Obstruction of Justice — he

probably should not have been assigned to review it at all. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/04/19/mueller-report-isnt-just-legal-doc…

🏵Real Estate🏵 
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* Russian President Vladamir Putin will unveil the world's longest submarine  

* The Belgorod submarine is expected to operate in the Arctic and North Atlantic 

* 604ft sub is expected to be equipped with up to six nuclear-armed torpedoes 

New Russian submarine has nukes capable of taking out an entire city
The Belgorod sets sail from Severodvinsk on Russia’s Arctic coastline tomorrow. It
carries eight unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) which can operate miles
below the waves.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6943467/Latest-devastating-weapon-Russian-…

Russia Has a Plan for Libya—Another Qaddafi 

 

Vladimir Putin is working to fill voids left around the world as Donald Trump puts

America first. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-20/russia-has-a-plan-for-libya-

another-qaddafi

To Defend Against a Mercurial Boss, Trump Aides Wield the Pen as Shield  
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To Defend Against a Mercurial Boss, Trump Aides Wield the Pen as Shi…
Note-taking in the White House, a practice previous administrations shied away
from to protect the president, has become a way for Trump aides to protect
themselves from the president.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/21/us/politics/trump-mueller-note-taking.html

Hospitals Stand to Lose Billions Under ‘Medicare for All’ 

Hospitals Stand to Lose Billions Under ‘Medicare for All’
Private insurance pays hospitals much more than the federal government does for
patient care. If Medicare for all means Medicare rates, expect an industry backlash.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/21/health/medicare-for-all-hospitals.html

As Christians in Sri Lanka gathered to celebrate Easter Mass, the culmination of Holy

Week, powerful explosions ripped through three churches packed with worshipers,

leaving hundreds of victims amid a havoc of splintered and blood-spattered pews 

Sri Lanka Bombings Live Updates: Police Warned That Churches Were…
Multiple explosions killed more than 200 people at churches and across the
country. Thirteen people have been arrested.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/21/world/asia/sri-lanka-explosion.html

DPRK vice foreign minister slams John Bolton for “dim-sighted” remarks 

Choe Son Hui warns U.S. against "remarks devoid of discretion and reason" 
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DPRK vice foreign minister slams John Bolton for "dim-sighted" remar…
North Korean first vice foreign minister Choe Son Hui on Saturday condemned U.S.
National Security Advisor John Bolton for recent comments regarding prospects for
a third meeting between President Do…

https://www.nknews.org/2019/04/dprk-vice-foreign-minister-slams-john-bolton-for-dim-…

Multiple blasts hit hotels and churches in Sri Lanka, killing at least 207 people &

wounding hundreds more 

 

Bombings appeared to be a coordinated series of attacks on tourists & the minority

Christian community; Several American tourists killed in attacks 

Sri Lanka Easter Bombings Kill More Than 200; Several Americans Dead
A series of blasts tore through churches and international hotels in Sri Lanka on
Easter morning, killing at least 207 people and wounding more than 450 in what
appeared to be a coordinated series of…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/sri-lanka-church-hotel-blasts-kill-dozens-11555827165?e…

Colorful 4,000-year-old tomb unveiled in Egypt 

The tomb is thought to belong to an official named Khuwy, who was believed to have

been a high-ranking official during the Egypt's Fifth Dynasty, a period spanning the

25th to the 24th century BCE. 

Colorful 4,000-year-old tomb unveiled in Egypt - CNN Video
The tomb is thought to belong to an official named Khuwy, who was believed to
have been a high-ranking official during the Egypt's Fifth Dynasty, a period
spanning the 25th to the 24th century BCE.

https://www.cnn.com/videos/travel/2019/04/15/egypt-new-tomb-discovery-saqqara-lon-…
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Hannity's commentary, attacking the #MuellerReport echos the Kremlin’s narrative

in perfect synchrony 

Julia Davis
@JuliaDavisNews

#Russia's state TV broadcasts Hannity's commentary, attacking 
the #MuellerReport in perfect synchrony with the Kremlin.

1,888 1:46 PM - Apr 21, 2019

1,607 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Massimo
@Rainmaker1973

Early in life, each dolphin creates its own unique vocal whistle 
that gives it an individual identity. Because each whistle is 
unique, dolphins are able to call to each other by mimicking the 
whistle of a dolphin they want to communicate with 
buff.ly/2LEcQ71
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yammerjaw 
@yammerjaw

Replying to @qjurecic
I couldn't sleep until I made a more user friendly version. 
<3
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Reuters Top News
@Reuters

WATCH: Toy company Lego has created an image of the helmet 
of the notorious Star Wars henchman, the Stormtrooper, made 
up entirely of their figurines
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James Melville
@JamesMelville

Happiness.
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Sarcastic Panda 
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Replying to @SocialCivility and 7 others

The cuteness  it #otterly burns
7 1:42 AM - Apr 22, 2019

See Sarcastic Panda 's other Tweets

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

I hope everyone enjoyed a wonderful holiday celebration with friends and family. 

 

We have a lot of work ahead of us as the media continues to gaslight us. 

 

Trump is a threat to our NatSec & will only become more dangerous. 

 

I hope his rage tweets signal good news.
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⏱Surrealism⏱ 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Surrealism  
 
The Surrealism Art Movement developed in Europe between 
World Wars I & II & arose principally out of the earlier rebellious 
& boundary pushing Dada movement (#Dadaism)
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#PAM #PAMFAM #Surrealism

& boundary pushing Dada movement. (#Dadaism) 
 
Rene Magritte - The Son of Man 
 

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#Surrealism
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

April 21, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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